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Abstract
Space maneuvers in the vicinity of small celestial bodies and achieving a soft landing over
the surface of small celestial bodies are essential movements to advance the status of exploration,
collection of geographical data, measurement of physical properties among other on-orbit tasks.
Before a spacecraft reaches hovering position over an asteroid in order to perform orbital tasks,
close-proximity operations must be done. Since the movements of the spaceships depend on the
acceleration forces provided by the thrusters and external disturbances forces, the correct planning
of execution of the close-up trajectories on the celestial body orbit and trajectory to land on the
surface of the body is of cumbersome importance to prevent the vehicle from bouncing up and
eventually reach escape velocity uncontrolled. In this dissertation work, a bio-inspired trajectory
planning method for both, close-proximity operations around the asteroid and landing on the
surface of a Near-Earth Asteroid (NEA) is proposed. The method is based on Tau theory, which
has been demonstrated to explain the way that humans and some other animals’ approach to
different target spots to perform tasks such as perching, landing and grasping. We have selected
the NEA Apophis asteroid as our case study due to its accessibility, and small rotational velocity
and orbit condition code. A simulation of close range-range and far-range rendezvous planning
trajectories are shown to reach a hovering position on Near-Earth Asteroid (NEA). The solution
of the Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire equations is used to find the required state variables at each time
instant. Two landing scenarios are studied; one considers the case where the satellite is hovering
at a low altitude; the other corresponds to a landing maneuver right after a deorbiting or breaking
phase, which may cause residual initial velocity in the vehicle prior to the landing maneuver. The
required trajectory affected by disturbances and orbital uncertainties is analyzed in Simulink by
means of a PD-PWPF trajectory tracking control. The simulation results show that the introduced
vi

approach can achieve the final state requirements depending on initial conditions in both closeproximity operations and landing. Besides, different kinematic behaviors of the trajectories using
Tau Theory can be obtained by modifying the single variable named the Tau constant. The
advantages of the method with respect to a commonly used approach are devised and analyzed as
well.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background.
Rendezvous and landing missions have been a mainstay of space exploration from the
Apollo program through present day operations with the International Space Station. There
remains a growing interest in several mission types that not only rely on rendezvous and docking,
but also rely on rendezvous and landing on asteroid. For example, the exploration of the space has
allowed the discovery of new celestial bodies which are identified as potentially explorable. From
the numerous small bodies in outer space, Near-Earth Asteroids (NEA) are of interest due to their
accessibility and Earth collision threat. Besides, NEA might pose material resources that can help
to maintain space exploration sustainable. NEA’s also known as Near-Earth Objects (NEO) are
characterized by their heliocentric orbits. A fundamental property of an NEA is its total mass since
it controls the gravitational attraction that is exerted on a spaceship. Besides, non-gravitational
disturbances are also associated with the sun and the heliocentric orbit due to the impulse transfer
of the solar photons that strike and recede from the orbiting body. Both gravitational and nongravitational forces exert an external force on the spacecraft in the vicinity of the celestial body
that can affect the rendezvous and landing maneuvers. A study of the dynamics of the asteroid
with respect to gravitational and solar disturbances (Chapter 3) is considered and included in the
mathematical formulation as additional external forces that can change the course of the planned
trajectory.
The next section (Chapter 4) is related to close proximity operations (rendezvous and
landing) which are generally related to the encounter between two spaceships, in this work a study
of far-range rendezvous and close-range rendezvous maneuvers are proposed as an alternative
design trajectory towards asteroid 99942 Apophis exploration. First space explorations of the
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asteroid 99942 Apophis placed it in a place of potential threat of collision against planet Earth, for
this reason, some researchers drew on the task of designing specific experimental missions at low
cost (Scheeres 2006; Howard & Gillet, 2007; Wagner & Wie 2009). Whatever will be the mission,
operations of rendezvous which are defined as: Transfer from phasing orbit to first aim point in
close vicinity of target, are required. Some technologies to achieve orbital transfer to celestial
bodies such as solar sail rendezvous (Mengali & Quarta, 2009; Zeng, Gong & Li 2014) and optimal
low thrust (Zhang, JungFeng & ShenngPing, 2014; Rassoto, Armellin & DiLizzia, 2016) have
been studied. Then when the phasing is completed, close-range rendezvous operations defined as:
Reduction of relative distance to target acquisition of final approach line, are required. The final
line approach is typically referred to in the literature as the status conditions ready for the capture
of the target (Goodman, 2001; Wertz & Bell, 2003; Franz, 2007; Sherryl 2003; Yazhong, Jin &
Guojin, 2014; Spencer 2015; Jewinson 2017; Kumar 2018; Starek, 2016) generally described as a
second spacecraft, the first spacecraft that performs the maneuvers is known as chaser. In our
research work, the post-close-range rendezvous operations are referred to the soft-landing on
asteroid Apophis. The analysis of the close-proximity operations will be referenced with a CubeSat
type chaser spacecraft, which theoretically can reach the necessary ΔV orbital velocity to achieve
rendezvous with the asteroid 99942 Apophis.
The next part in the same chapter of the research (Chapter 4) describes the dynamics for a
Soft landing on Asteroid Landing on NEA to obtain a sample. The landing maneuver is a
challenging task mainly because of the airless and reduced-gravity environment, which may cause
uncontrolled bounce if the trajectory is not properly planned. Many missions from the different
space agencies have been launched for landing on asteroids and comets. To advance towards the
correct development of this challenging tasks, the community has introduced different methods to
2

guide a spacecraft to achieve a soft landing. In (Huang & Cui, 2004; Li & Cui, 2006; Lan et al.
2014 ), the authors proposed autonomous guidance methods where the landing process was
transformed into the trajectory tracking of a curve given by a cubic polynomial. Some optimal
trajectories have also been proposed to reduce fuel (Lantoine & Braun, 2006; Yong & Baoyin,
2015; Yong, Li & Bai 2019), for example advanced closed-loop techniques such as sliding modes
(Zezu et al., 2012; Yang, Bai & Baoyin, 2017), fuzzy logic (Li et al., 2015) and predictive control
(AllandiHallaj & Assadian, 2017) among others. The guidance phase in most of the previous works
is based on a spline defined by cubic polynomials. However, this technique have some drawbacks
that may cause landing problems when used to guide of spacecraft for landing purposes. For
example, a small deviation and/or uncertainty on the initial conditions of the maneuver will result
in an erroneous calculation of the polynomial parameters and as a result the landing position may
not be exactly reached, or the desired final velocity can be also deviated.
Recent publications, convex optimization techniques have been used to generate a landing
trajectory on an asteroid by minimizing fuel usage during the descent (Pinson & Lu, 2015).
In the next section of this work (Chapter 5), we analyze the use of a bio-inspired method
based on Tau-theory (Lee, 2009), which explains the way that humans and some animals guide
their extremities to reach a specific spot. Because humans and animals have improved their
capabilities through the natural selection process, this approach is worthy of being studied to devise
its applicability in the trajectory planning of a spacecraft landing and orbital maneuver (closerange rendezvous) on an asteroid. In Tau theory, it is explained that an animal or human naturally
approach an object by closing gaps, these can be for example distance and orientation gaps. Since
the gaps can all be close at the same time, the terminal conditions of the trajectory can be achieved,
including zero or small relative velocity, if desired. One advantage of the method is that with a
3

single coupling constant, the kinematic properties of the trajectory can be modified to obtain
different performances.
In order to simulate the dynamics of the orbital and landing trajectory a tracking trajectory
control (Chapter 6) based on PD-PWPF controllers is implemented and used. Orbital parameters
such as disturbances (potential gravitational and solar pressure radiation) and spacecraft
parameters and control parameters PD-gains and PWPF gains are considered.
To validate the approach; a simulation study (Chapter 7) in 3D space is created to recreate
the orbital maneuvers and landing trajectory on the Apophis asteroid, the simulation results reveal
the advantages of the methods used.

4

Chapter 2: Literature Review.
In the following paragraphs, we can find relevant literature review related with the
important mathematical methods and concepts considered for Soft-Landing and Far-Range and
Close-Range Rendezvous methods on a Near-Earth Object for a Spacecraft.

2.1.

Space missions on small asteroids.
Many missions from the different space agencies have been launched to land in asteroids

and comments. For example, NASA’s Shoemaker (Veverka, et al., 2001), JAXA’s Hayabusa
(Yoshimitsu, Kubota & Nakatani 2006; Yano, Kubota, Miyamoto, 2006) and Hayabusa2 (Tsuda,
et al., 2017), ESA’s Rosetta (Accomazzo 2017) and OSIRIS-Rex (Lauretta et al., 2015). However,
despite of the fact that Minerva and Philae (Biele, et al., 2015), the corresponding lander modules
of the missions, touched the surface of the celestial bodies, a firm and stable landing was not
achieved due to different factors. More recently, the Hayabusa2 spacecraft has been sent to its
journey to the Near-Earth Asteroid Ryugu. Hayabusa2 also features a lander package termed
MASCOT. With the objective of successfully landing on a small celestial body, the trajectory to
follow must be planned properly

2.1.1. The landing of the NEAR-Shoemaker spacecraft on asteroid 433 Eros.
The NEAR-Shoemaker spacecraft was a mission with the goal of provide a comprehensive
characterization of the S-type asteroid 433 Eros, the mission was completed with a controlled
descent to its surface, to provide extremely high-resolution images, finally terminating by touching
down on the asteroid on February 12, 2001. The imaging sequence that consisted of two parts
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served for, first to calculate the timing shift for the final burns and the initiation of the final imaging
sequence, second, to allow for the latest probable landing time in the event of over-burns that
would cause the spacecraft to stay aloft longer. The sequence contained monochrome images (760
nm) with image spacing that alternated between 20 and 45 s. images were returned to Earth
immediately with a new method in which the images were buffered in real-time and then played
back while the next set was being acquired. The selection of the landing site was dictated by several
practical considerations with the information provided by the images (Veverka, et al., 2001).

2.1.2. MINERVA rover which become a small artificial solar satellite.
In 2003 the Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS), JAXA of Japan launched
the spacecraft “Hayabusa”, addressing for a small asteroid called “Itokawa.” After more than two
years’ interplanetary cruise, it was successful in the rendezvous with the target asteroid in
September 2005. The spacecraft spend two months observing the before landing, In November
2005 they deploy the small rover “MINERVA” to get some fragments of the asteroid and then
brought back to the earth, however it cannot reach the asteroid because the deployment was not
carried out at the right time (Yoshimitsu, Kubota & Nakatani, 2006).

2.1.3. Touchdown of the Hayabusa spacecraft at the Muses Sea on Itokawa.
On November 19, 2005 UTC the first touchdown (TD1) resulted in a canceled projectile
firing, the emergency ascent was autonomously canceled, and the spacecraft continued to free-fall
to Itokawa’s surface. At the second touchdown (TD2) on November 25, 2005, the whole sequence
went as planned and the spacecraft landed on the southwest of the Muses Sea region, closer to the
head part than to the body. Hayabusa represented the first attempt to sample an asteroid surface
6

which were returned to Earth aboard the spacecraft on June 13, 2010 (Yano, Kubota, Miyamoto,
2006) .

2.1.4. Hayabusa2–Sample return and kinetic impact mission to near-earth asteroid Ryugu.
The document describes the outline of the Hayabusa2 mission, analyzing the kinetic impact
technology as an example of planetary defense-related technologies and the current flight status
after the two and a half years of the interplanetary cruise. In addition the authors detail that the
objectives and the technologies used in this mission are not a direct solution for the future planetary
defense, but that they should contribute to this field by means of the increase of the general
knowledge of asteroids and the improvement of the human capacities of access / displacement /
sampling / impact of the small body surface (Tsuda, et al., 2019).

2.1.5. The final year of the Rosetta mission.
Rosetta was launched on 2 March 2004 and reached Comet Churyumov–Gerasimenko on
May 7, 2014. It performed a series of maneuvers to enter orbit between then and 6 August 2014,
after critical operation of Philae Lander delivered, Rosetta followed the comet in its journey in the
Solar System heading to the perihelion, reached in August 2015. The mission was extended to
continue following the comet to its outbound arc of the orbit. After close orbits maneuvers on the
30th of September 2016 Rosetta was set on a collision course trajectory with the comet to terminate
the mission with a controlled impact (Accomazzo, 2017).

2.1.6. The OSIRIS‐REx target asteroid (101955) Bennu.
The results of the physical, geological and dynamic properties of the asteroid such as orbit,
shape, mass, rotation state, radar response, photometric, spectroscopic, thermal, regolithic and
7

environmental properties of Bennu, are provided. Among the biggest findings was that Bennu is
an old NEO of more than 4.5 billion years in the solar system. The dynamic study of Bennu's future
and its destination describe it as one of the potentially dangerous asteroids with a probability of
impact with the earth of 1 in 2700 although the probability of greater impact is with Venus. In
addition, the authors state that OSIRIS-Rex would be beneficial for future studies of NEO's Main
Belt Asteroids as well as in many ways (Lauretta, et al., 2015)].

2.1.7. The landing(s) of Philae and inferences about comet surface mechanical properties.
The Philae lander, part of the Rosetta mission to investigate comet 67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko, was delivered to the cometary surface in November 2014 with a predefined velocity
and descended to the asteroid surface, at touchdown it was planned to activate a cold gas system,
pushing the lander to the surface, as well as firing two anchoring harpoons to fix Philae to the
ground. Unfortunately, both subsystems did not work, leading to a bouncing of the lander (Biele,
et al., 2015).

2.2.

Asteroid 99942 Apophis.
Among small celestial bodies, NEA’s are of interest due to its accessibility and risk of

colliding with the Earth. One of the asteroids that has attracted more interest in this regard is the
asteroid 99942 Apophis with an average diameter of only 0.320 km which will pass very close to
the earth by 2029. Late studies show that there is low chance that Apophis collides with the Earth.
However, it will still pass close to the Earth and as a such its accessibility is increased and different
missions to flyby, rendezvous or landing are suitable to propose, which will help to gain a better
understanding of the NEA.
8

2.2.1. On the use of the gravitational effect for orbit correction of the asteroid Apophis.
This study in which the authors analyze techniques for the orbital correction of the asteroid
99942 Apophis to remove it from the danger of collision is an example of the interest that the
approach with the Earth has gained. According to the authors, several methods can be implemented
and classified into two groups: short-term momentum and weak long-term techniques with their
pros and cons. Impulse methods provide the desired orbit correction by virtue of a fairly simple,
rapid and, in many cases, efficient change in the asteroid velocity vector, the kinetic and
thermonuclear impact methods are examples of momentum. Weak effects are more precise and
controllable when only a small orbital correction is required, such as Apophis, a technique of this
type is analyzed in this work (Ivashkin & Stikhno, 2009).

2.2.2. Analysis of the orbital motion of the asteroid Apophis’ satellite.
In this publication, a study of the orbital movement of a spacecraft perturbed in the
atmosphere of asteroid 99942 Apophis is carried out. The authors argue that the perturbations of
celestial bodies (nonsphericity, solar radiation pressure) have been analyzed by numerical
simulation applied in the equations of motion of the spacecraft. Additionally, the authors say you
can select the orbit parameters for the main spacecraft and the small satellite with a radio beacon
that the orbits will be quite stable within the model considered for quite some time (Ivashkin &
Lang 2017).
2.2.3. The tumbling spin state of (99942) Apophis.
A process of photometric observation reveals the asteroid 99942 Apophis to be in a state
of non-principal axis rotation (tumbling) is the main contribution of this study. Some important
parameters derived from observations such as moments of inertia are determined, as well as the
precession and periods of rotation in addition to celestial parameters determine that 99942 Apophis
9

is an asteroid with low risk of impact on the Palermo Scale and places it as a member of the group
of slowly tumbling asteroids. The study of the state of spin and tumbling is important to understand
the asteroid spin evolution process (Pravec, et al., 2014).

2.3.

Disturbances: gravity field and solar pressure radiation.
To determine how disturbances caused by the gravitational field of asteroid 99942 Apophis

affect the orbital movement of the spacecraft, In this work, the attraction force exerted of the
asteroid exerted on the mass of the spacecraft in the landing maneuver is considered by using the
general form for the spherical harmonic potential for a gravity field given in is considered to be a
second order gravity field. The asteroid is considered a constant density ellipsoid with semi-axes
   

.The solar radiation pressure is another important orbital disturbance for missions to

small bodies. In this work it considers a simple model to calculate the accelerations of solar
radiation if the spacecraft presents a constant area perpendicular to the solar line and the incident
radiation is reflected.

2.3.1. Finite-time spacecraft’s soft landing on asteroids using PD and nonsingular terminal
sliding mode control.
The work presented shows an example of how the authors perform first, the calculation of
the acceleration caused by the fifth-order gravitational field, second, the calculation of the solar
radiation pressure exerted on the spacecraft considering a third body in the vicinity of a small body.
The numerical data obtained are substituted into the motion equations for the spacecraft on the
asteroid to determine a landing trajectory (Liu et al. 2014).
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2.3.2. Gravitational potential harmonics from the shape of a homogeneous body.
In this publication the spherical harmonics coefficients of the gravitational potential of a
homogeneous body are analytically derived from the harmonics describing its shape. The authors
use the triaxial ellipsoid as a model to give general formulas as well as detailed expressions up to
the fifth order. Numerical scheme for verification is provided (Balmino, 1994).

2.3.3. Orbital motion in strongly perturbed environments: applications to asteroid, comet and
planetary satellite orbiters.
The study of disturbances due to gravitational potential and solar disturbances in different
scenarios that may occur in outer space are studied in this publication, the effects caused by
disturbances on a spacecraft when performing a space maneuver are considered. The concepts used
in this publication are mentioned in section 2.4. of the same publication (Scheeres, 2012).

2.3.4. The method to determine spherical harmonic model of asteroid based on polyhedron.
The author of this paper proposed a method to determine the spherical harmonic model of
asteroid’s gravity field based on polyhedron model. Comparing to the traditional method which is
approximating the asteroid to a triaxial ellipsoid to determining the spherical harmonic model, the
method of this paper can substantially increase the accuracy of gravity field model, The method
reconstructed the distributing conditions of outer gravity filed of asteroid using polyhedron model,
and then chose the gravitational potential of some specific point as virtual observation and
according to the definition of the spherical harmonic model, the relationship between virtual
observation and spherical harmonic coefficients can be determined (Zhenjiang, et al., 2012).
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2.4.

Close-proximity operations, rendezvous.
After completing phasing far-range rendezvous and close-range rendezvous phase are the

next stage in the space mission. In these phases an approximation of the chaser to the target at a
safe distance is determined to subsequently carry out different essential maneuvers to fulfill the
objectives of the mission over a NEO that can range from the observation of the celestial body to
perform a touchdown on it.

2.4.1. History of space shuttle rendezvous.
It is interesting to know a little history describing rendezvous activities and close-proximity
operations. This publication is intended to introduce the rendezvous and proximity operations
history of the Space Shuttle Program. It details the programmatic constraints and technical
challenges encountered during shuttle development in the 1970s and over thirty years of shuttle
missions. An overview of rendezvous and proximity operations on many shuttle missions is
provided, as well as how some shuttle rendezvous and proximity operations systems and flight
techniques evolved to meet new objectives. Information about Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, Skylab,
and Apollo / Soyuz are provided by the author (Goodman, 2001).

2.4.2. Autonomous rendezvous and docking technologies: status and prospects.
This research presents a summary of a variety of new technologies for development and
testing, including absolute and relative autonomous navigation, hardware and software for
autonomous meeting and coupling (sensors and actuators) and autonomous control of a "new"
spacecraft with different properties of mass and inertia than either of the two original spaceships.
Although our work now does not consider autonomous navigation technology (sensors and
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actuators), it is in our interest to include a control simulation. Each available technology is
described in the different phases of the rendezvous according to the author's point of view (Wertz
& Bell, 2003).

2.4.3. Spacecraft proximity operations used to estimate the dynamical and physical properties
of a Resident Space Object.
When conducting a space proximity operation, developing high-fidelity estimates of the
dynamical and physical properties of a Resident Space Object (RSO) based on post-rendezvous
observational data acquired, is imperative for the understanding of the RSO itself and the operating
environment. This research investigates the estimation of relative motion dynamics, rotational
dynamics, and the feasibility of estimating the moments of inertia of an RSO. Using the HillClohessy-Wiltshire equations, rigid-body dynamics, and estimation theory, a nonlinear least
squares estimation algorithm is implemented in the processing of range data from tracked
observation points on the RSO body. In a more general way, our work covers the orbital maneuvers
necessary to carry out the observations suggested by Franz Brunner, 2007

2.4.4. Dynamics and control of satellite relative motion in elliptic orbits using LyapunovFloquet theory.
The Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire equations are a set of linear differential ordinary equations
invariant over time, derived assuming a circular main orbit. This work shows the relationship
between relative motion in elliptical orbits and the Hill-Clohessy- equations. Wiltshire by using
Lyapunov-Floquet theory, several time-varying transformations are presented that relate the
linearized time varying equations of motion to the Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire equations. These
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transformations show that the Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire equations can be generalized to describe
relative motion in elliptic orbits which is the case of most small celestial bodies such as asteroid
(Sherryl, 2003).

2.4.5. Survey of orbital dynamics and control of space rendezvous.
This paper surveys the studies about Rendezvous Orbital Dynamics and Control, firstly,
the basic relative dynamics equation set, and its improved versions are evaluated. Secondly,
studies on rendezvous trajectory optimization are commented from three aspects: the linear
rendezvous, the nonlinear two-body rendezvous, and the perturbed and constrained rendezvous.
Thirdly, studies on relative navigation are reviewed, and then close-range control methods
including automated control, manual control, and telecontrol are analyzed. Fourthly, advances in
rendezvous trajectory safety and robust analysis are surveyed, and their applications in trajectory
optimization are discussed. Theorical and mathematical aspects of this paper are useful for our
study regarding to the far-range and close-range proximity operations (Yazhong, Jin Z, Guojin,
2014).

2.4.6. Automated trajectory control for proximity operations using relative orbital elements.
This research develops a methodology for automated trajectory guidance of a deputy chaser
spacecraft about a non-maneuvering target spacecraft. The methodology utilizes relative orbital
elements (ROEs), combined with guidance laws based upon artificial potential functions, to
perform automated trajectory planning and maneuver design. Additionally provides a definitive
reference on the definition and use of ROEs for relative proximity operations. The detailed
derivation of ROEs is provided, along with transformations between ROEs and relative Cartesian
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state elements, characteristics of unforced motion in terms of ROEs, and the effect of impulsive
maneuvers on ROEs. In our investigation the effects of the orbital elements of the NEO on the
spacecraft are considerable for the development of a tracking control (Spencer, 2015).

2.4.7. Guidance and control for multi-stage rendezvous and docking operations in presence
of uncertainty.
This research attempts to address the uncertainties in rendezvous and docking operations
while maintaining an optimal level of performance. There are two main focuses in the thesis:
spacecraft trajectory optimization and reference-tracking controller selection. With respect to
trajectory optimization, the goal is to find probabilistically optimal trajectories given large
uncertainties in mission critical parameters, such as knowledge of an obstacle's position. This
baseline optimal trajectory and subsequently replanted trajectories are then followed by an
optimally determined set of reference-tracking controllers. These controllers are selected and
programed throughout the phases of the mission based on the probabilistically expected
performance in the presence of noise and uncertain parameters (Jewison, 2017).

2.4.8. Applicability of Clohessy-Wiltshire model for optimal low thrust rendezvous.
The applicability of the continuous thrust Clohessy-Wiltshire model for the optimal lowthrust rendezvous in the orbit is treated and studied in this research. When the model is used for
optimization of the trajectory of a relative transfer in the orbit using low thrust, there are errors in
the result which in turn depends upon the initial conditions for the optimal control problem. By
Using CW model for continuous transfer beyond the limits of initial conditions can put extra
burden on the guidance system and will result in extra propellant expenditure. The study is
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conducted on a 6778.14 km orbital radio target which the continuous thrust CW model can be
used. Further, the trend in the control input error with the increase in the target orbit altitude has
been studied and it has been found that due the approximation in the CW model, the error in control
input decreases with the increase in the altitude of the target spacecraft orbit (Kumar Y., 2018).

2.4.9. Real-Time, Propellant-Optimized Spacecraft Motion Planning under ClohessyWiltshire-Hill Dynamics.
This paper presents a sampling-based motion planning algorithm for real-time, propellantoptimized autonomous spacecraft trajectory generation in near-circular orbits. Specifically, this
paper leverages recent algorithmic advances in the field of robot motion planning to the problem
of impulsively actuated, propellant-optimized rendezvous and proximity operations under the
Clohessy-Wiltshire-Hill (CWH) dynamics model. The approach calls upon a modified version of
the Fast Marching Tree (FMT*) algorithm to grow a set of feasible and actively safe trajectories
over a deterministic, low dispersion set of sample points covering the free state space. Key features
of the proposed algorithm include: (i) theoretical guarantees of trajectory safety and performance,
(ii) real-time implementability, and (iii) generality, in the sense that a large class of constraints can
be handled directly. As a result, the proposed algorithm offers the potential for widespread
application, ranging from on-orbit satellite servicing to orbital debris removal and autonomous
inspection missions (Starek, et al., 2016).

2.5.

Landing trajectories.
Achieving a soft landing over the surface of small celestial bodies is an essential maneuver

in space to advance the status of space exploration, sample collecting and in-situ resource
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utilization, among other on-orbit tasks. With the objective of successfully landing on a small
celestial body, the trajectory to follow must be planned properly (Huang, Cui & Cui, 2004). To
advance towards the correct development of this challenging tasks, the community has introduced
different methods to guide a spacecraft to achieve a soft landing. In (Huang, Cui, & Cui, 2004; Li,
Cui & Cui, 2006; Lan, Li, Yang & Guo, 2014), the authors proposed autonomous guidance
methods where the landing process was transformed into the trajectory tracking of a curve given
by a cubic polynomial. Some optimal trajectories have also been proposed to reduce fuel (Lantoine
& Braun, 2006; Yang & Baoyin, 2015; Yang , Li & Bai, 2019) for example advanced closedloop techniques such as sliding modes (Yang, Bai & Baoyin, 2017; Zezu, et al., 2012), fuzzy logic
(Li, et al., 2015) and predictive control (AlandiHallaj & Assadian, 2017) among others.

2.5.1. An autonomous optical navigation and guidance for soft landing on asteroids.
In this paper the author presents an autonomous optical navigation algorithm for soft
landing on asteroids. Its system consists of two scenarios, first, the relative position of the
spacecraft is acquired from the image coordinates of three points of selected characteristics (FP’s)
on the surface of the asteroid obtained by the use of an optical navigation camera and the distances
from the probe to each FP measured by a laser range / finder and the real time spacecraft orbital
position is determined by using unscented Kalman filter. Second, the desired altitude and velocity
to satisfy the requirements of soft landing is planned, a tracking control is designed to ensure the
fast and accurate response and robustness of guidance law. The navigation and guidance algorithm
is formed and verified by numerical simulations (Huang, Cui & Cui, 2004).
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2.5.2. Autonomous navigation and guidance for landing on asteroids.
This paper presents an autonomous navigation and guidance scheme for landing on
asteroids, spacecraft position is defined on the reference frame, then based on optical navigation
camera and laser light radar/laser range finder measurement outputs, the spacecraft position vector
is reconstructed on the landing site coordinate system. Next, navigation filter is designed to
estimate spacecraft state variables and suppress navigation measurement noise. Then, two
guidance control laws are designed to achieve arrive-at-time landing on target asteroids safely.
They use MATLAB software computer simulation to show the landing position accuracy and
landing velocity accuracy, which satisfy the requirement of soft landing on asteroids (Li, Cui &
Cui, 2006).

2.5.3. Finite-time soft landing on asteroids using nonsingular terminal sliding mode control.
In the same sense, the authors addressed the finite-time soft-landing problem of an asteroid
probe via a nonsingular terminal sliding mode (NTSM) control technique. The problem is
formulated as a two-point boundary-value constraints control problem, where the initial and
terminal requirements of the soft-landing problem are all included in the problem formulations.
Then, according to the specific characteristics of the problem, an NTSM control law for soft
landing on an asteroid is proposed. The soft-landing phase is divided into two trajectory segments:
the approach phase, in which the velocities and accelerations of the probe in the horizontal
direction will converge to zero in finite time, i.e., the probe flies to a point directly above the
desired landing site in finite time; and the vertical phase, in which the descent guidance algorithm
solves a two-point boundary-value problem to guide the spacecraft’s disturbances are considered
(Lan, Li, Yang & Guo, 2014).
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2.5.4. Optimal trajectories for soft landing on asteroids.
Lantoine and Braun made a research which describes a technique for computing optimal
autonomous controlled trajectories for soft landing in an irregular gravity field of a rotating
asteroid. In their study they address how landing descent should be treated by parking in orbit and
trajectory design, to achieve their objective, two numerical methods, direct and indirect, are
combined to find the minimum time and optimum trajectory of minimum fuel. According to the
authors, an indirect method uses information from dynamic landing trajectory motion equations,
boundary conditions (polynomial model) and the Pontryagin principle (asteroid gravitational
potential), a direct method uses fuel cost function, then the methods were combined to take
advantage of both, their merits and solve the optimal landing problem. Landing simulations were
made on two different asteroids Vesta and Golevka, two different optimal criteria results -time or
fuel- are showed (Lantoine & Braun, 2006).

2.5.5. Fuel-optimal control for soft landing on an irregular asteroid.
This study shows the use of an indirect method which the calculous of variations or
Pontryagin’s minimum principle (PMP) is used to transform the fuel optimal control into a twopoint boundary-value problem (TPBVP) which deal with the difficulties of jump conditions,
integration, and partial derivatives with respect to time. Besides, in the study the gravitational field
on interplanetary transfer trajectory is the spherical used to model a non-spherical gravitational
field. Because of the irregular gravitational field from the asteroid the fuel-optimal control problem
becomes challenge. They include the use of a homotopic method to solve the control problem
caused by the indirect method. In their results their define that a desired soft landing can be done
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by tracking the fuel-optimal trajectory in other words the trajectory with fuel-optimal control can
be used as a nominal trajectory in descent situations (Yang & Baoyin, 2015).

2.5.6. Fast homotopy method for asteroid landing trajectory optimization using approximate
initial costates.
Like the traditional homotopy method, in this a fast homotopy method for solving fueloptimal asteroid landing trajectories is presented where the fuel-optimal control problem relates to
the energy-optimal control problem via a homotopy function of the performance index. A
homotopy function of the dynamical equation is proposed to connect the energy-optimal control
problem with a gravity-free energy-optimal control problem for which the generalized gravity is
zero. The gravity-free energy-optimal control problem is further linked to an approximate optimalcontrol problem that has an analytical solution, through selecting appropriate coefficients of the
performance index and neglecting the thrust magnitude constraint (Yang , Li & Bai, 2019).

2.5.7. Finite-time control for asteroid hovering and landing via terminal sliding-mode
guidance.
In this research the authors propose a non-linear guidance algorithm applicable for both
hovering and landing on asteroid. In this case a spacecraft reaches its target position and velocity
in finite-time without consider reference trajectories (plan trajectory), only considering the
dynamical equations and the design of the terminal sliding-mode guidance. Parametric analysis
for the effects of design parameters were made, furthermore history of position, velocity, control
and sliding are shown as well as simulation of descending trajectory. The authors declare three
significant contributions: 1) the effectiveness of the control after the spacecraft arrives to the target
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point, 2) they were proved to be finite-time and the time required to reach the sliding-mode surface
can be predefined, 3) the control system have demonstrated global stability with uncertainties and
disturbances (Yang, Bai & Baoyin, 2017).

2.5.8. Robust Sliding mode guidance and control for soft landing on small bodies.
In this article a variable structure control (VSC) with sliding mode is presented to design a
law of follow-up control to guarantee the fast and precise response and the solidity of the described
guide law. First, the dynamic equation of the small body is deduced in the landing site's coordinate
system. Second, the desired trajectory is planned under conditions of smooth and safe landing
restrictions. Third, the law of guidance based on VSC is designed to track the desired trajectory
and succeed in landing on the surface of the small body. Finally, the guide and control algorithm
is formed, the effectiveness of the algorithm is verified by numerical Monte Carlo simulations
(Zezu, et al., 2012).

2.5.9. Adaptive fuzzy sliding mode control for the probe soft landing on the asteroids with weak
gravitational field.
For a soft-landing trajectory on asteroids with weak gravitational field, this paper shows a
combined integral sliding mode control with an adaptive fuzzy logic system, named adaptive fuzzy
sliding mode control (AFSMC) which is adopted to approximate the upper bound of the
uncertainties of the orbit dynamics model in the polyhedron shape. The results show a comparison
between the soft-landing trajectory generators by using the classical sliding mode control (CSMC)
laws, cubic polynomial and the proposed (AFSMC). The authors state that the main contribution
of their work is that the AFSMC scheme has been carried out for the probe soft-landing on the
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asteroids with weak gravitational. Their work Differs from the other literatures that considered the
asteroid as a three-axis ellipsoid, whose gravitational potential is generally expressed as a second
order spherical harmonic expansion (Li, et al., 2015).

2.5.10. Soft landing on an irregular shape asteroid using multiple-horizon multiple-model
predictive control.
This study introduces a concept called Multiple-Horizon Multiple-Model Predictive
Control as a control scheme for soft landing on an irregular asteroid, in which, as stated by the
authors, the guide law presented, avoids collision conditions and guarantees vertical landing
accuracy. The control used helps the spacecraft to follow the reference path using many prevention
models instead of one. The authors demonstrated the effectiveness of the model by generating
numerical simulation (AlandiHallaj & Assadian, 2017).

2.6.

Deorbiting and hovering.
The proposed landing trajectory could be generated considering two scenarios; one is the

case of landing after an stable orbit-attitude hovering, where both the position and attitude of the
spacecraft are kept to be stationary in the asteroid body-fixed frame, as a such we can consider that
this is a zero-initial velocity scenario; the other case corresponds to that of an spacecraft orbiting
and/or rotating with the asteroid in the inertial space, in this setting, the spacecraft may have a
residual non-zero initial velocity at the moment of performing the landing motion.
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2.6.1. Body-fixed orbit-attitude hovering control over an asteroid using non-canonical
Hamiltonian structure.
The research in this paper is about the orbit-altitude hovering . The spacecraft is modeled
as a rigid body to consider the significant gravitational orbit-attitude coupling in the proximity of
the asteroid. The body-fixed orbit-attitude hovering means that both the position and attitude of
the spacecraft are kept being stationary in the asteroid body-fixed frame. A feedback control law
has been proposed for the body-fixed orbit-attitude hovering based the non-canonical Hamiltonian
structure of the problem. The control law is a three-step approach, consisted of two potentialshaping controls and one energy-dissipation control. The main feature of the proposed hovering
control law is its simple form and saving of computation. This is suitable for the close-proximity
operations near an asteroid, which need a high-level autonomy (Wang & Xu, 2015)

2.6.2. Analysis of impulsive maneuvers to keep around the asteroid 2001SN263.
By emphasizing the environmental and orbital hostility of small bodies such as asteroids,
the author prevents complexity in the prediction of close proximity operations, providing an
investigation of feasibility by using bi-impulsive maneuvers to avoid non-desired phenomena
(collisions and escapes ) by connecting orbits around the triple system asteroid 2001SN263, which
is the target of a proposed Brazilian space mission. The results presented here give support to
identifying the best strategy to find orbits for close-proximity operations, in terms of long orbital
lifetimes and low delta-V consumptions. Numerical results have also demonstrated the significant
influence of the spacecraft orbital elements (semi-major axis and eccentricity), angular position of
the Sun and spacecraft area-to-mass ratio, in the performance of the bi-impulsive maneuver
(Santos, et al., 2018)
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2.7.

Tau theory.
Tau theory generalized by Lee was developed from the work on J.J. Gibson [18] and deals

with the guidance of body movements of both, humans and animals to reach a specific target point.
In the field of Biology and Psychology, the Tau theory explains how animals control their motion
using visual feedback for different tasks including landing and perching. Tau theory is based on a
concept called time-to-contact [28], which is the required time to reach an object if the current
velocity is maintained. In 1998 Tau theory was extended by Lee introducing Tau-coupling which
explain the movement synchronization closing gaps by means of the function tau  ( t ) [29]. Some
applications of the tau theory in motion control have been developed to control robots’ motion
[30] and for similar tasks such as perching, docking, braking, or landing in unmanned aircraft
systems [31-32,34] This work proposes the use of extended Tau theory to generate a trajectory for
soft landing on an asteroid.

2.7.1. General Tau theory: evolution to date.
The author explains widely how humans and animals must guide the movements to avoid
obstacles, reach predefined targets safely, intercept moving objects successfully according with
their perception of time-space. The movements of humans and animal trying to reach a target
object are described as “to close gap or gaps”. The action for closing gaps is defined as TTC (Time
to Contact). the research sows summarized analysis and experiments carried out of how tau theory
is applied in several fields of knowledge including how space is action-scaled, how actions are
fitted into available spatial-temporal slots (Lee, 2009).
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2.7.2. A theory of visual control of braking based on information about time-to-collision.
This theory that shows us an application of how by visual perception a driver can step on
the brake pedal of his vehicle once he is in danger of collision. The author, through a mathematical
analysis, demonstrates how visual information is the only thing the driver needs to realize that he
needs to stop instead of information such as distance, acceleration / deceleration speed. The
implications of the theory for safe speeds and safe tracking distances are discussed, considering
the thresholds of visual angular velocity detection (Lee, 1976).

2.7.3. Guiding movement by coupling taus.
In the same regard of the tau theory as in the previous article, the author shows how a tau
coupling could be used in a guided movement within a reference frame. He states that when
guiding movement by vision or echolocation, the reference frame within which the perceptual
measures the optical or acoustic flow has to be fixed to the point of observation and non-rotating
relative to the instantaneous direction of motion and a fixed direction in the environment such as
gravity referred as motion-frame . If perceptual measurements were not made the motion frame,
then the sensed direction of objects would alter in arbitrary way relative to the animal’s motion
paths. Regarding to how taus of motion gaps might be sensory specified, the author demonstrated
that they could through tau coupling be specified by sensory-taus defined on sensory arrays. These
statements confirm that we can use these concepts to design our landing trajectory (Lee, 1998).

2.7.4. Extended Tau theory for robot motion control.
The use of the tau theory has extended to robot applications to perform tasks such as
perching, docking, braking or landing, the authors define that one of the basic principles of the Tau
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theory which applies only for the case of zero speed to Final time contact is not enough for perching
robot tasks where a non-zero speed is required for gripping operations. To address this problem,
the authors extend the Tau theory by proposing a two-stage strategy in one dimensional space to
generate the reference trajectory for time-to contact. Because of the two-stage adaptation, a new
Tau-Coupling strategy is proposed to deal with the motion in three-dimensional space (Zhang,
Cheng, Zhao, 2017).

2.7.5. Bio-inspired trajectory generation for UAV perching movement based on Tau theory.
Another application of the Tau theory for motion control is applied in this work where it is
detailed a perching trajectory movement for an unmanned aerial vehicle UAV’s. The Tau ActionGap, Coupling-Tau and Intrinsic-Tau strategies are analyzed for the perching tasks. Two perching
scenarios one from flight state (with non-zero initial velocity) and one from a hoovering state (with
zero initial velocity) are studied. These scenarios are like those that are in fact applied in our softlanding trajectory study (Zhang, Xie & Ma, 2014).

2.7.6. Bio-inspired TauPilot for automated aerial 4D docking and landing of unmanned
aircraft systems.
This paper presents the development and experimental validation of a bio-inspired
autopilot, called TauPilot, which is based on Tau Theory. The research focuses on the feasibility
of applying the principles of Tau theory to guide maneuvers in unmanned aircraft systems (UAS)
such as braking, automated aerial docking, automatic landing and moving target interception. The
TauPilot include a tau-Guidance system, a tau-Navigation system and a tau-Controller resulting in
4D GNC system with the time as the fourth dimension (Kendoul & Ahmed, 2010; Kendoul 2013).
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2.7.7. Visual control of velocity of approach by pigeons when Landing.
The research exposes an experiment carried out by analyzing pigeons flying to test a theory
of how approach speed and timing of foot extension in preparation for landing are visually
controlled. The author states that the rapid neural computation of distance to perch and of speed
and acceleration would seem to be required, however, he said that according to the theory none of
this is necessary. The results indicated that pigeons did regulate their braking when approaching
to perch by keeping

 ( x) constant and initiated foot extension when  ( x) reached a threshold

value. The study showed that an optical variable that the pigeons could be using is the width of the
optic projection of the gap between foot and perch. These principles can be used in the optical
perception of a spaceship with respect to a small body in order to perform a landing maneuver
(Lee, et al., 1993).

2.7.8. Decentralized 4D Trajectory Generation for UAVs Based on Improved Intrinsic-Tau
Guidance Strategy.
Based on general tau theory, the current tau-G strategy can only generate the 4D trajectory
with zero initial and final velocities, which is not appropriate for some applications. By adding an
initial velocity to the intrinsic movement of tau-G strategy, the improved tau-G strategy can
synchronously guide the position and velocity to the desired values at the arrival time. A
decentralized four-dimensional (4D) trajectory generation method for unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), which uses the improved intrinsic tau gravity (Tau G) guidance strategy, is presented in
this paper (Yang, Fang & Li, 2016). This technique will be used within this research work in order
to create an orbital transfer in the vicinity of the celestial body.
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2.8.

Trajectory tracking control.
When the desired trajectory has been defined, the design of a control algorithm able to

track it is needed. Besides, the spacecraft engines requires an on-off discrete signal. For this
purpose, since our objective is not to propose a control method, we employ a common PD
controller to calculate the continuous control signal, which is further complemented with pulse
width pulse frequency (PWPF) scheme to provide the required switching control signal to the
thrusters.

2.8.1. Fundamentals of spacecraft attitude determination and control .
This a text which provides the fundamental concepts and mathematical basis for spacecraft
attitude determination and control. Chapter number seven, section 7.5 was studied in order to
understand the most common altitude control method used by thrusters: PWPF (pulse-width pulse
frequency) modulator. PWPF is one of the most used approaches to control signal modulation. Its
main application is found in spacecraft controllers to produce discontinuous on-off control signals
for two situational actuators. The main reasons for the popularity of this method are the reduced
energy consumption and the quasi linear operation with high degrees of freedom in adjustment.
The bibliography provides the fundamental concepts and mathematical basis for spacecraft attitude
determination and control based in a static behavior it means that the spacecraft is a ridged body.
Although our case a dynamic analysis is necessary because of the use of plant and controller the
parameters recommended are used in order to design our PWPF modulator (Landis Markley &
Crassidis, 2014).
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2.8.2. Spacecraft dynamics modeling and simulation using MATLAB-Simulink.
This article presents the MATLAB-Simulink application for the modeling and simulation
of spacecraft dynamics. MATLAB-Simulink supports the creation of custom libraries using
flexible software components that are very easy to use, modify and build. Typical closed-loop
simulations with components specifically designed with thrusters as actuators, which gives us a
reference of how a PWPF modulator is built in MATLAB-Simulink (Santanu Sarma, et al., 2010).

2.8.3. Tuning of pulse-width pulse-frequency modulator using PSO: An engineering approach
to spacecraft attitude controller design.
In this paper, a new technique for fine tuning of spacecraft autopilots based on pulse-width
pulse-frequency (PWPF) modulators is presented. Fine tuning of PWPF is well known to be an
engineering problem because of multiplicity and nonlinear relationship between parameters. The
authors use the particle swarm optimization (PSO) to set both PID controller and PWPF modulator.
The results obtained in this study give us an excellent reference of the expected parameters in our
PWPF modulator design and PD controller (Khosravi & Sarhadi , 2016).

2.8.4. Lyapunov-based

thrusters’

selection

for

spacecraft

control:

analysis

and

experimentation.
The magnitude of the thrusters and magnitude of the physical properties of the spacecraft
must be congruent with the design parameters of the controller and the PWPF modulator. In this
article, a method for spacecraft rotation and translation control by on – off thrusters which act, at
each time step, only those thrusters needed to maintain stability is presented. Spacecraft parameters
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were necessary define in order to carried out both numerical and experimental analysis Curti,
Romano & Bevilacqua, 2010)
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Chapter 3: Asteroid Dynamics.
The Near-Earth asteroids (NEA) are also known as Near-Earth Objects (NEO) are
characterized by their heliocentric orbits Figure 3.1 (TheSkyLive, 2020). These small celestial
bodies have been identified in certain subsets as potential targets for future human exploration. A
fundamental property of an NEA is its total mass since it controls the gravitational attraction that
is exerted on a spaceship. Besides non-gravitational disturbances are also associated with the sun
and the heliocentric orbit due to the impulse transfer of the solar photons that strike and recede
from the orbiting body. Both gravitational and non-gravitational forces exert an external force on
the spacecraft in the vicinity of the celestial body that can affect the rendezvous and landing
maneuvers. A study of the dynamics of the asteroid with respect to gravitational and solar
disturbances should be considered and included in the mathematical formulation as additional
external forces that can change the course of the planned trajectory.

Figure 3.1: Apophis heliocentric orbit; 2020 04 24 1:46 UTC.
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3.1.

Asteroid model.
Among small celestial bodies, NEA’s are of interest due to its accessibility and risk of

colliding with the Earth. One of the asteroids that has attracted more interest in this regard is the
asteroid 99942 Apophis (Ivashkin & Stikhno, 2009), which estimated geometry is shown in
Figure 3.2 (Frieger, 2013). Late studies show that there is low chance that Apophis collides with
the Earth. However, it will still pass close to the Earth and as a such its accessibility is increased
and different missions to flyby, rendezvous or landing are suitable to propose, which will help to
gain a better understanding of the NEA. Some of the Apophis parameters provided by (Pravec et
al., 2014; Ivashkin & Lang, 2017; TheSkyLive, 2020) are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Apophis properties.
Property

Value

Mean diameter

d = 0.320 km

Mass

ma = 4.3x1010 kg

Ellipsoid semi-major axis

α = 0.370 km

Ellipsoid semi-axis medium

β =1.06ϒ

Ellipsoid semi-axis minor

ϒ = α /1.5

Orbit eccentricity

e = 0.19119530

Semi-major axis

a = 137,994,806 km
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Figure 3.2: Apophis asteroid model.

3.2.

Gravity field.
The attraction force exerted by the asteroid on the spacecraft in the close-proximity

maneuvers is considered by using the general form for the spherical harmonic potential, the gravity
field is given as (Balmino, 1994; Scheeres, 2012; Zhengjiang, 2012; Liu et al. 2014):
u ( r ,   ) =





l

 ro 

  Plm ( sin  ) Clm cos m + Slm sin m 
r l =0 m =0  r 
l

(1)

where:

r,  : radius vector, latitude, and longitude, respectively.

 = GM : gravitational parameter, G is the gravitational constant and M the mass of the body.
r : distance from the mass center of small body to the spacecraft,

ro : normalizing radius (often chosen as either the maximum radius or mean radius of the body),
Plm : associated Legendre Functions,
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Clm and Slm : gravity field harmonic coefficients.
Considering the asteroid is a constant density ellipsoid with semi-major axes

   

(see table 3.1), the simplified form of the gravity potential leads to (Scheeres, 2012):

u=

   r0 
1 +  
r   r 

2

3 2


2
C20 (1 − cos  ) + 3C22 cos  cos(2 ) 
2



(2)

for which, the second order harmonic coefficients are:

1  2 − 2 
 −

5 2 
2 
1
C 22 =
( 2 −  2 )
20 2
C  =

(3)

and the partial derivatives of the potential are expressed as

u
3 x 
du
= ux = −

2

(
r
)
x
2
( + u ) (u)
u
3 y 
du
= uy = −

2
y
2  ( r ) (  + u ) (u )

(4)

u
3 z 
du
= uz = −

2

(
r
)
z
2
( + u ) (u)
with x, y, z being Cartesians coordinates, the parameter
integration symbol, and the symbol

 (r ) = 0 on the lower limit of the

 on the upper limit means that gravitational field can extend

over the entire small body surface.

3.3.

Solar radiation pressure.
The solar radiation pressure is another important orbital disturbance for missions to small

bodies. This work considers a simple model to calculate the acceleration due to solar radiation
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where is assumed that the spacecraft presents a constant area perpendicular to the solar line and
the incident radiation is reflected. Since the spacecraft is very close to the target asteroid the
magnitude of the solar radiation pressure acceleration can be expressed as:

a SRP = −

(1 +  ) Po
Bscd 2

ρ: Total reflection of the spacecraft,
P0: Solar constant approximately equal to 1x108 kg km3 / s2m2
Asc: The reflection area of the spacecraft
Msc: The mass of the spacecraft
Bsc = Msc / Asc
d: Distance vector from the asteroid to the sun
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(5)

Chapter 4: Asteroid Close-Proximity Operations Formulation.
This section describes the motion equations for rendezvous maneuvers in addition to
disturbances due to the asteroid's gravity force and solar radiation pressure as they affect the
performance of the spacecraft in the vicinity of a celestial body. These equations can be used to
model the effects of a small-body’s orbit around the Sun on the spacecraft dynamics when the
eccentricity of the orbit of the two gravitating primaries is nearly zero. The Hill three-body problem
is a valid approximation of the circular restricted three-body problem for spacecraft motion near
the small-body if spacecraft motion occurs inside the small-body’s Hill sphere (Nazakawa & Ida,
1988), whose radius is given by:

RHILL = a 3

4.1.

ma
3M

(6)

Rendezvous problem statement.
Consider a spacecraft approaching the orbit of a small celestial body in order to perform a

set of trajectory maneuvers to reach a hovering position. In Figure 1, vector δs(0) represents the

Figure 4.1: Close-proximity operations to reach hovering position.
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initial conditions of relative position and relative velocity required to carry out each rendezvous
maneuver (Feshe, 2003). The dynamics of the spacecraft motion over the asteroid, is based on
linearized movement about a circular orbit, which is valid for celestial bodies (Scheerers, 2014)
with eccentricity values 0 < e < 1 described for elliptic orbits (Schaub, John & Junkins, 2009).
Figure 4.2 represents the reference frame for the spacecraft relative motion which is called orbit
fixed reference frame.

Figure 4.2: Reference frame of spacecraft rendezvous

4.2.

Orbit fixed reference frame motion equations.
Considering disturbances around the celestial body and the motion to achieve proximity

operations for circular orbits, equations of relative motions are called Hill’s equation and are
describes as (Hintz, 2015):
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x − 2ny − 3n 2 x = f x + u x + aSRPx
y + 2nx = f y + u y + aSRPy

(7)

z + n 2 z = f z + u z + aSRPz
where:

n : celestial body mean motion,
f x , f y , f z : spacecraft vehicle input thruster acceleration forces,

u 
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a SRP 
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: gradient of the gravitational potential function u,
: disturbance vector caused by solar radiation pressure.

For distances between chaser(spacecraft) and target that are very small compared with the
distance to the center of the central body , a linearized solution of the equations of relative motion
has been derived from the Hill equations by W. H. Clohessy and R. S. Wiltshire (Feshse, 2003)
The resulting equations of motion for constant inputs forces are:

x(t) = ( 4 − 3c ) x0 +

s
fx
2
 1− c 
x0 + 2 
 y0 + 2 (1 − c ) + 2 f y ( s − nt )
n
n
n
 n 

2
3 2
 1− c 
4

 4
y (t) = 6 ( s − nt ) x0 + y0 − 2 
 x0 +  s − 3t  y0 + 2 f x ( nt − s ) + f y  2 (1 − c ) − t  (8)
n
2 
 n 
n

n
z ( t ) = z0 c +

z0
f
s + z2 (1 − c )
n
n

where:

s = sin ( nt ) and c = cos ( nt )
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n=

s
a3

: celestial body mean motion.

s = GMs : gravitational parameter, G is the gravitational constant and Ms the mass of the central
body.

a = radius (semi-axis major) of the target orbit.
A complementary solution for CWH (Clohessy-Wiltshire-Hill) equations where f = 0
represent relative motion of the satellite without thrust forces is given by (Hintz 2015):

x(t) = ( 4 − 3c ) x0 +

s
 1− c 
x0 + 2 
 y0
n
 n 

 1− c 
4

y (t) = 6 ( s − nt ) x0 + y0 + 2 
 x0 +  s − 3t  y0
 n 
n

z ( t ) = z0 c +

(9)

z0
s
n

By differentiating Eqns. (9) with respect to time, the relative velocity components for the
force-free motion are obtained as follows:

x ( t ) = 3nsx0 + cx0 + 2sy0
y ( t ) = 6n ( c − 1) x0 − 2 sx0 + ( 4c − 3) y0

(10)

z ( t ) = −nsz0 + cz0
In order to facilitate solution for orbital rendezvous it is convenient to express the
analytical solution in a matrix-vector form as:

δs ( t ) = δr ( t ) δv ( t )  =  x0
T
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y0

z0

x0

y0

z0 

T

(11)

δs ( t ) = Φ ( t ) δs ( 0 ) , Φ ( 0 ) = I6

(12)

Component Φ ( t ) denotes the state transition matrix for the Eqn. (9-10)


 ( 4 − 3c )

 6 ( s − nt )


Φ(t) = 
0

 3ns

 −6n (1 − c )

0


0

0

1

0

0

c

s
n
−

2
(1 − c )
n
0

0 0
0 0
0 −ns

c
−2s
0

2
(1 − c ) 0 
n

4s − 3nt 0 


s
0
n
2s
0

( 4c − 3) 0 
0
c 

(13)

An advantage of the linearized, CWH frame is that the standard orbital calculations are
simplified. The partition of the 6x6 transition matrix to four 3x3 submatrices as denoted as:

M ( t ) Ν ( t )
Φ(t) = 

 S( t ) Τ ( t ) 

(14)

From Eqn. (11), the relative position vector δr ( t ) , and the relative velocity δv ( t ) vector are
given by:

δr ( t ) = M ( t ) δr ( 0 ) + N ( t ) δv ( 0 )
(15)

δv ( t ) = S ( t ) δr ( 0 ) + T ( t ) δv ( 0 )
If a rendezvous maneuver is required to perform from an arbitrary initial state

δs ( 0 ) to the

origin of CWH reference frame with a specified time t, the required velocity vector at initial time
t = 0 is (Craig, 2018):

δv ( 0 ) req = − ( N ( t ) ) M ( t ) δr ( 0 )
−1
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(16)

With the spacecraft's current relative initial velocity δv ( 0 ) and the required velocity

δv ( 0 ) req , the v0 provided by the thrusters at t = 0 is given by:
v 0 = δv ( 0 )req − δv ( 0 )

(17)

The initial velocity change v 0 places the spacecraft on a trajectory that will intercept the
origin at time t. Thus after starting the movement with a relative initial velocity
spacecraft reaches the origin of the reference frame CWH

δv ( 0 ) req the

δr ( t ) = 0 , where the final speed of the

maneuver is given by:

δv ( t ) = S ( t ) δr ( 0 ) + T ( t ) δv ( 0 )req

(18)

A relative velocity equal to zero is required at the end of the movement at time t,
therefore the second impulse is given by:

v f = − δ v ( t )

(19)

This second impulse simply cancels out the spacecraft’s residual relative velocity when it
arrives at the origin or target. The magnitude of the total velocity increment for the two impulse
maneuver is:

v = v 0 + v f

(20)

The above equations will help us determine the initial conditions to start a close-proximity
maneuver, in addition to calculating the necessary v provided by the thrusters.
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4.3.

Continuous thrust maneuvers guidance strategies.
Thrust maneuvers, to a first approximation, can be treated as impulses, i.e. as instantaneous

changes of velocity at the time of maneuver. Because limitations of thrust level available, such
ideal impulsive maneuvers do not exist, and constant thrust forces must be applied in a time to
perform the maneuver (Feshse, 2003). The approach of Figure 4.1 suggests that in order to achieve
a certain shape of trajectory to keep a position the application of continuous thrust forces is
necessary to reach the defined distances in space maneuvers in short times.

4.3.1 Transfer from phasing.
In real applications all thrusters have a finite force level, for this reason, a constant force
must be applied over a certain time t to achieve a desired V . The simplest cases can be
developed by applying a continuous force in the direction (x,y,z), in this work a trajectory of the
type transfer by continuous y-thrust is applied to achieve an approach from a distant point towards
the proximity of the target orbit. The boundary conditions x0 , y0 , z0 = 0, x0 , y0 , z0 = 0, f x ,f z = 0
and the defined f y  0 as the constant thrust force at time t, are inserted in Eqns. (8) to obtain the
position motion equations:
x(t) =

2
f y ( s − nt )
n2

(21)
3 
 4
y ( t ) = f y  2 (1 − c ) − t 2 
2 
n

By differentiation we obtain the velocity equations:
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x(t) =

2f y
n

( c − 1)
(22)

4

y ( t ) = f y  ( s − 3t ) 
n


For transfer to a different altitude starting at distance X0 = Δx from the target orbit, the necessary
Vy =

 xn
and as Vy = f y so, where the necessary boost duration
4

=

 is given by:

n x
4f y

(23)

In this regard, by inserting the selected distances we want to move the spaceship X0, Y0, τ
and fy in Eqns. (22) we obtain the motion equations during the boost at time t.
2
2
   
x ( t ) =X 0 − f y + f y cos  n  t −  
n
n
  2 

(24)
y ( t ) = Y0 +

3
3
4
   
nX 0 − 2f y ) t + f y 2 + f y sin  n  t −  
(
2
2
n
  2 

2
   
x ( t ) = − f y sin  n  t −  
n
  2 

(25)
y(t) =

3
   
−2f y + nX 0 ) + 4f y cos  n  t −  
(
2
  2 

The evolution of the trajectory can be obtained first, by inserting X0, Y0, fy in Eqns. (2425), second, the position and velocities vectors δr(0) and δv(0) reached at the end of the thrust at
time t are inserted as initial conditions in the equations (14-16), then, the result obtained for the
vectors δr and δvreq are inserted in the Eqns. (9-10) to obtain a to obtain a graphic solution of the
evolution of the trajectory. In this regard, and being consistent with the Eqn. (6) assume an initial
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position xinitial = 2187.5 m, yinitial = 4031 m, a continuous thrust force fy = .04 m / s2, at some specific
time a transfer maneuver is commanded by continuous thrust in a time of t = 1500 s to reach the
spacecraft at a position of xfinal = 587.5 m, yfinal = 1031 m away from the center of mass of the
asteroid, the orbital rendezvous position and the orbital rendezvous velocity in the CW reference
frame are shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Spacecraft y-thrust maneuver, orbital: a) position, b) velocity.
In the figure the tangential transfer with finite boosts is performed to reach a different
orbital altitude in the CW reference frame. The necessary ΔV to perform the continuous y-thrust
maneuver is ΔVtotal=4.499 m/s.

4.3.2 Fly-around.
The forced circular displacement fly-around can be applied when we want to perform a
circular maneuver around the target body to maintain a constant distance between it and the
spacecraft. The following boundary conditions are assumed (Feshse, 2003):
y0 = − Rfa , x0 , z0 = 0, x0 = Vxi , y0 , z0 = 0, f x ,f y  0, f z = 0
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where Rfa is the fly around radius. For the case shown in Figure 4.4,  represents the angular rate
of the fly-around and the equations of motion become:
x ( t ) = Rfa sin ( t )
y ( t ) = − Rfa cos ( t )

(26)

z(t) = 0

Figure 4.4: Forced circular motion, fly-around.
By differentiation Equations. (26) we can obtain velocity and acceleration. Inserting these
equations into Equations (7) without considering the disturbances, we can obtain the forces that
must be applied for the circular motion.
f x ( t ) = − Rfa ( 2n −  ) cos ( t )

f y ( t ) = − Rfa ( 2 − 2n + 3n 2 ) sin ( t )

(27)

Vxi = Rfa

(28)

The initial V required is:

The V applied during the transfer is:
t1

Vx =  f x ( t ) dt
t0

t1

Vy =  f y ( t ) dt
t0
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(29)

The final V 's that must be applied in x- and y- directions to stop the motion at angle  =  t
are:

Vxf = Rfa cos (  )
Vyf = Rfa sin (  )

(30)

The total V for the circular fly-around is given by:

Vtotal = V0 + Vx + Vy + Vxf + Vyf

(31)

Considering the final position from the continuous y-thrust maneuver in the previous
section Rfa = 500 m, α = 0.0021 rad/sec, and Δφ = 325°, a fly around strategy is performed over
the celestial body. The evolution of the trajectory in CWH reference frame for orbital rendezvous
position and orbital rendezvous velocity is shown in Fig. 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Spacecraft forced circular motion, orbital: a) position, b)velocity
At the given conditions, the necessary ΔV to perform the fly around maneuver is ΔVtotal=3.3043
m/s.
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4.4.

Landing problem statement.
This section considers the basic equations of motion for a spacecraft or relative to a small

body. The most fundamental form for the equations of motion are the standard Newton’s
equations. In the following we assume that the spacecraft has no effect on the motion of the central
body. Assume a frame fixed to the central mass distribution, and relative to a fixed orientation
with respect to inertial space. We also assume gravitational attraction by the asteroid, and solar
radiation pressure from the Sun acting on the body. In this regard, the equations of motion can be
stated under the assumption that the spacecraft position vector is specified relative to the central
body-fixed frame, and that this body is most generally in a state of complex rotational motion.
This research work addresses the orbital scenario where a lander spacecraft is orbiting or
hovering above a small celestial body such as an asteroid. Then, at a given initial moment, t0, a
descent maneuver is commanded with the objective of achieving a soft landing so that the
spacecraft does not escape the asteroid’s gravitational field. To describe the kinematics and
dynamics of the space vehicle, the reference frames depicted in Figure 1 are defined. Consider
that the origin of the coordinate system{L}is at the selected landing site and that the zL - axis
matches the direction of vector l, which has its origin at the asteroid’s center of mass and goes to
the landing point. Furthermore, let {A} be the coordinate system with its origin fixed with the
asteroid’s center of mass. Besides, {D} is located at the center of mass of the spacecraft, Figure
4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Coordinate system definition in a body fixed reference frame.

4.4.1. Body fixed reference frame motion equations.
The dynamic model for the spacecraft moving in the vicinity of rotating asteroid and under
the influence of control accelerations and solar radiation disturbances can be expressed in the
asteroid-centric Cartesian reference frame by (Li & Cui, 2006):

r = aT + u + aSRP − 2ω  r − ω  r − ω  ( ω  r )
In previous equation, r 
asteroid to the spacecraft aT 

u 
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31

31

(32)

represents position vector from mass center of the target

is the control acceleration vector provided by the thrusters,

the gradient of the gravitational potential function u ,

caused by solar radiation pressure and ω 
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aSRP 

31

are disturbance vector

the angular velocity vector of the asteroid.

Considering the case where the asteroid is rotating about its maximum moment of inertia with the
constant rate a , the angular velocity vector is constant and a = 0 , then, we can simplify (21) to:

r = aT + u + aSRP − 2ω  r − ω  ( ω  r )

(33)

the z-axis is aligned with the maximum moment of inertia, the body-fixed reference frame motion
equations can be written in its scalar components form as:
2
 x   2a y + a x + ux + aTx + aSRPx 
 y  =  −2 x +  2 y + uy + a + aSRPy 
a
a
Ty

  

 z  
uz + aTz + aSRPz
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(34)

Chapter 5: Bio-Inspired Trajectory Planning Method.
Landing on a small celestial body is still very challenging and requires adequate guidance
and control strategies to properly design the trajectory and track it during the maneuver to achieve
a zero or small relative velocity between the spacecraft and the asteroid landing point. The
objective of this section is to develop a trajectory generation method based on the time-to-contact
principle of the General Tau theory, which is a theory that explain the guidance of bodily
movements of humans and some animals. In this work, we analyze the use of a bio-inspired method
based on Tau-theory (Lee, 2009), which explains the way that humans and some animals guide
their extremities to reach a specific spot. Because humans and animals have improved their
capabilities through the natural selection process, this approach is worthy of being studied to devise
its applicability in the trajectory planning of a spacecraft landing on an asteroid. In Tau theory, it
is explained that an animal or human naturally approach an object by closing gaps, these can be
for example distance and orientation gaps. Since the gaps can all be close at the same time, the
terminal conditions of the trajectory can be achieved, including zero or small relative velocity, if
desired. One advantage of the method is that with a single coupling constant, the kinematic
properties of the trajectory can be modified to obtain different performances. Besides, in those
cases where a transfer movement of a close-proximity operation with a residual velocity is required
upon reaching the final state, an alternative strategy bio-inspired in the Tau theory (Lee, 1976; Lee
1998; Lee 2009) which allows us to make a displacement for the change of orbital altitude and
finish at the planned position and final speed.
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5.1.

Tau theory-based guidance trajectory for landing on an asteroid.
Tau theory generalized by Lee was developed from the work on J.J. Gibson (Lee, 2009)

and explains how animals control their motion using visual feedback for different tasks including
landing and perching. Tau theory is based on a concept called time-to-contact (Lee, 1976), which
is the required time to reach an object if the current velocity is maintained. In 1998 Tau theory was
extended by Lee introducing Tau-coupling which explain the movement synchronization closing
gaps by means of the function tau τ(t) (Lee,1998). Some applications of the tau theory in motion
control have been developed to control robots’ motion (Zhang, Cheng & Zhao, 2017) and for
similar tasks such as perching, docking, braking, or landing in unmanned aircraft systems
(Kendoul &Ahmed, 2010; Kendoul, 2013; Zhang, Xie & Ma, 2014). This work proposes the use
of extended Tau theory to generate a trajectory for soft landing on an asteroid.
The general theory encompasses perception and movement and is based on some fundamental
principles (Lee, 1998):
1. The main task in guiding intentional motion is to control the closure of spatial and/or force
action gaps (or simply gaps)  ( t ) between end-effectors, or sensory organs, and their goals.
2. This requires sensing the closures of gaps in sensory inputs arrays, for example optical
(vision), acoustic (echolocating bats), force (haptics), electrical (electrolocation fish), and
electromagnetic (infrared detection by snakes)
3. The tau  ( t ) of each spatial and/or force gap be expressed as the first-order time-to-closure
of the action-gap at the current rate of closure, i.e.

 (t ) =

 (t )
 (t )
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(35)

4. A principal method of movement guidance is by coupling the taus of different action-gaps,
that is keeping the taus in constant ratio during a movement.

The overall objective of the landing maneuver is to reach the target point with zero velocity
and zero acceleration at the contact moment. In the particular case of the landing maneuver, the
main purpose would be to close the motion gap described by the position vector s(t) (See Figure
5.1), for that, we will denote  x , y and  z the corresponding taus to the gaps sx , s y and sz ,
respectively. Therefore, in this scenario, we must close three position gaps defined by:

 x (t ) =

s (t )
sx ( t )
s (t )
,  x (t ) = y
and  z ( t ) = z
sx ( t )
sy (t )
sz ( t )

(36)

where sx(t), sy(t), and sz(t) are the components of the position vector s(t). Note that the proposed
landing trajectory could be generated considering two scenarios; one is the case of landing after
an stable orbit-attitude hovering, where both the position and attitude of the spacecraft are kept to
be stationary in the asteroid body-fixed frame, as a such we can consider that this is a zero-initial
velocity scenario; the other case corresponds to that of an spacecraft orbiting and/or rotating with
the asteroid in the inertial space, in this setting, the spacecraft may have a residual non-zero initial
velocity (Wang & Xu, 2015; Santos et al., 2010) at the moment of performing the landing motion.

5.1.1. Case 1. After Deorbiting − Non-zero Residual Initial Velocity.
Assume that the spacecraft has reached a descent position after orbiting the asteroid and it
is ready to land. In this case, it is possible to generate a descending trajectory with a small residual
velocity, not necessary zero, that is to say s(0)  0. Here, we can use Tau theory to control the
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closure of action gaps. Lee (2009) explains that the theory applies to approach along any dimension
and that the only information necessary for an object to control a descent action is the tau time rate
which is given by the constant tau-dot:

 i ( t ) = ki
where

(37)

i = x, y, z and ki is a constant used in Tau theory to ensure the closing of gaps and reach

the final target smoothly with zero relative velocity. The k values should remain within the range
of 0 < k < 0.5 to converge to a finite landing point with a small relative velocity (Lee et al., 1993).
In the strategy of closing action gaps, any other value outside this range causes that the landing
point is not reached or that it reaches the objective point at an uncontrolled speed generating a
collision on the target (see Table 6.1).
Another important tau-guidance law to consider is given by:

 i ( t ) = ki t +  i 0

(38)

where  i corresponds to tau when t = 0 at the moment when tau-action is initiated, which in turn
0

is defined by:

i =

si 0

0

(39)

si0

where, si and si are the initial position and velocity of the spacecraft in the corresponding i
0

0

direction. Combining Eqns. (35), (37) and (38), we can solve for sz (t ), sz (t ), and sz (t ) to obtain
the close-of-the-action-gap motion equations in the altitude direction.


sz
sz ( t ) = sz 0  1 + k z t 0

sz0
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1

 kz




(40)


sz
sz ( t ) = sz0 1 + k zt 0

sz0







1−k z
kz


s
sz ( t ) =
(1 − k z ) 1 + k zt z0
sz0
sz0

sz0 2

(41)






1−2 k z
kz

(42)

From the above equations, “Tau Action Gap”, which describe the movement of an entity
moving with a given initial velocity until reaching a target smoothly with zero relative velocity,
𝑧̇ (𝑡), 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑧̈ (𝑡)

will

become

zero

at

the

same

finite

time

t.

Considering,

sz 0 = 1450 m, and 0  t  1200 s , the position and velocity of an action gap is calculated at

different values of k z and are shown in Figure 5.1, where we can see the performance of the a)
altitude, and b) velocity. One can observe that the movement converges to the target point
smoothly and with zero final velocity only for 0  kz  0.5 .

Figure 5.1: Tau action-gap, a) position, b) velocity, at different k-values.
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Since our trajectory design needs to be performed considering a 3D (3-dimensional)
environment, it is necessary to expand the closing of action gaps in the three coordinate axes x, y
and z. To achieve such a trajectory, it is imperative to use the tau-coupling strategy, which
establishes that multiple gaps − such as controlling the direction and speed of approach − need to
be closed simultaneously to synchronize the maneuver. One option to guide the movements and
the closing of gaps is by using tau-coupling of τx, τy and τz during the movement expressed by:

 x = kxz z

(43)

 y = k yz z

(44)

where kxz and k yz are constants that governs the kinematics of closure of gap x and y respectively.
It

can

be

shown

that

( x, x, x ) , ( y, y, y ) and ( z, z, z )

if

their

values

are

selected

correctly,

the

variables

become zero at the same time. This condition was presented by

(Lee, 1998), where mathematically he demonstrates the synchronization of the guided movements
as:
1
k xz

sx = Asz

(45)

1

A k xz −1
sx =
sz
sz
k xz

(46)

−2  1 − k

A
xz
sx = sz kxz 
sz 2 + sz sz 
k xz
 k xz


(47)

1

A=

sx0
s1z0k xz

The same operation to determine the position, speed, and acceleration on the y − axis .
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(48)

s y = Bs

1
k yz
z

(49)

1

B k yz −1
sy =
sz sz
k yz

(50)


B k yz −2  1 − k yz 2
sy =
sz
sz + sz sz 


k yz
 k yz


(51)

1

B=

s y0
1k

sz0 yz

(52)

5.1.2. Case 2. Hovering – Zero initial velocity.
When the objective of the movement is to close multiple gaps at a given time of arrival t g
from a static initial state (Lee, 1998), such as the case of landing from near-inertial hovering
position. In this scenario, the movement starts at rest, accelerates and then slows down until the
end of the movement reaching the position again at zero-speed and zero-acceleration. The
movements are intrinsically guided by Tau coupling the gap si (t ) and the intrinsically guiding gaps
are represented by:

 i ( t ) = kig ig ( t )
where

(53)

kig is a positive constant value that determines the kinematics of the movement for

i = x, y, z , and  ig ( t ) is a function of time that specifies the time of the gap to be closed as (Lee,
1998):

 ig ( t ) =

sig ( t )

2
1 t 
= t − g 
sig ( t ) 2 
t 
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(54)

where tg is the total duration time of the maneuver and t runs from 0 to tg . By using Eqn. (53)
and substituting in Eqns. (37) and (38) we obtain the first order differential equation:

si ( t ) +
for which the solution for sz ( t ) is:

−1
si ( t ) = 0
2
1  tg 
kig  t − 
2
t 

sz ( t ) =

sz ( t ) =

sz ( t ) =

sz0
2 k zg

tg

(t

−2sz0 t
2 k zg

k zg t g

1

2
g

(t

− t 2 ) kzg

2
g

−t

1
2 k −1
zg

)

2sz0  2t 2 2 2  2 2 k1 −2
− t − t g  ( t g − t ) zg
2k 

k zg t g zg  k zg


(55)

(56)

(57)

(58)

Equations (56-58) represent the position, velocity and acceleration respectively for the guided
motion closing the intrinsic gap. Figure 5.2 shows altitude and velocity time history for different
k-values.

Figure 5.2: Intrinsic-Tau guidance a) position, b) velocity, at different k-values.
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5.1.3 Optimal Tau-constant k values.
The numerical values of the constant k can also be extracted from Table 6.1, which shows
a list of data obtained from the analysis of the consequences of the movement at different values
of k for each of the tau theory strategies (Zhang, Xie & Ma, 2014).
Table 5.1: Tau strategy motion: k-values-final status.
Tau Action-Gap
ki  0..............Gap not close

ki = 0..............Gap not close
0  ki  0.5.....Achieve goal
ki = 0.5...........Slight collision
0.5  ki  1......Slight collision
ki = 1...............Strong collision
ki  1...............Strong collision

Tau-coupling

Intrinsic-Tau

kiz  0..............Gap x not close kig  0..............Gap not close
kig = 0..............Nonsense
kiz = 0..............Nonsense
0  kiz  0.5.....Achieve goal

0  kig  0.5.....Achieve goal

0.5  kiz  1......Slight collision 0.5  kig  1......Slight collision
kiz = 1...............Achieve goal

kig = 1...............Achieve goal

kiz  1...............Strong collision kig  1...............Strong collision

However, a more accurate approximation of the ideal value of the constant k can be
obtained by optimal determination techniques under restrictions in this work defined by the initial
conditions of position and speed for the touchdown trajectory. Thus, the optimal value of the
constant k can be calculated by solving a nonlinear constrained optimization problem approach
where an objective function and the inequality and equality constraints are required in the form of:

min f (t ) such that c ( t )  0, ceq = 0 , for which the problem can be solved by using the
MATLAB®. function fmincon. First, we need to define our objective function, the distance of the
vector s from {D} to {L} is defined in (Dawkins, 2003):

s = f (t ) , g (t ) , h (t )

(59)

on the interval a  t  b , where f ( t ) = sx , g ( t ) = s y , h ( t ) = s z ,
Figure 6.1a shows that for case 1, the trajectory describes an arc shape, so the length of s
in tridimensional form is given by:
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s (t ) = 

b

a

 f ' ( t )  +  g ' ( t )  +  h ' ( t ) dt
2

2

2

(60)

Because we will use the Tau-coupling strategy for Case1, it is important first to calculate
the optimal k-value in z-direction, in this case we can determine the value by using the simple arc
length Eqn. (61) , therefore the optimization problem is defined as:
minimize:

s z ( t ) =  1 +  h ' ( t )  dt
a
b

2

(61)

subject to:


sz
sz ( t ) = sz 0 1 + k z t 0

sz0

sz0 = 1450 m

1

 kz



sz0 = 3.3 m/s
t = 1200 s
0  k z  0.5
The values for the constants kx and ky can be determined in the same way or selected from Table
6.1.
For Case 2 (initial velocity equal zero), the shape of the curves of Figure 6.2a have the form
of an "S" so that the objective function is defined by the equation of the function "S" Eqn. (62),
then for the intrinsic-Tau strategy, the optimization problem to obtain the k z is given by:
minimize:
s z (t ) =

1
1 + e−t

subject to:
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(62)

sz ( t ) =

sz0
2 k zg

tg

(t

2
g

−t

1
2 k
zg

)

sz0 = 1450 m
t = 1200 s
t g = 1200 s
0  k zg  0.5

In the intrinsic-Tau strategy, the movements in x and y are not coupled therefore the values
of kxg and kyg can be determined in the same way as in the previous operation.

5.2.

Tau theory-based guidance trajectory for orbital transfer maneuvers.
Before a spacecraft reaches al hovering position over an asteroid in order to perform orbital

tasks close-proximity operations must be performed. Since the movements of the spaceships
depend only on the acceleration forces provided by the thrusters, the correct planning of execution
of the close-up trajectories on the celestial body orbit is of cumbersome importance first, to prevent
the vehicle reach escape velocity and second, the minimum use of fuel in the maneuver. In this
work a simulation of close range-range and far-range rendezvous planning trajectories are shown
to reach a hovering position on Near-Earth Asteroid (NEA). The solution of the Hill-ClohessyWiltshire equations is used to find the required state variables at each time instant. Furthermore ,
a bio-inspired trajectory planning method based on Tau-theory is used to perform the final transfer
maneuver called altitude change shown in Figure 4.1, to reach the final position of the spacecraft
very close to the celestial body
5.2.1. Improved Tau-G strategy .
In this work we have included an alternative method bio-inspired in the Tau theory which
allows us to make a displacement for the change of orbital altitude and finish at the planned
position and final velocity.
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An initial velocity VG I s included to the original intrinsic movement equation (Lee, 1976;
Zhang Z., Xie P., Ma O., 1988) which derives a new improved formulation of the Intrinsic-tau
movement strategy given by (Yang Z., Li P., 2016):

1
Gv ( t ) = − at 2 + VG t + G0
2
Gv ( t ) = −at

(63)

Gv ( t ) = −a
G0 represents the initial intrinsic gap a is the acceleration. Considering that our spacecraft
moves to change its position in v-bar and r-bar direction, a transfer maneuver to a different altitude
away from the target object in a time t = 0 to T with a certain position ( x0 , y0 ) and initial velocity
( x0 , y0 ) is performed to reach a position ( xT , yT ) and final velocity ( xT , yT ) different from zero,

the equations that describe the movement in x-direction (for y-direction just change variable y for
x) are defined for the Tau-G improved strategy (Yang Z., Li P., 2016):
x ( t ) = xT + xT ( t − T ) −
x ( t ) = xT −
x(t) = −

Xx0 1 k x
Gv
G01 k x

Xx0
GvGv1 k x −1
1 kx
k xG0

(64)

 1 − kx 2

Xx0
Gv1 kx −2 
Gv + GvGv 
1 kx
k xG0
 kx


where kx is a constant parameter controlling gap convergence along the (x,y) axis. By substituting

Gv and Gv in the Eqns. (63) of position and velocity respectively it is determined that:
Xx0 = xT − x0 − xT T
(65)

VG =

k x x0G0
Xx0
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where x0 = vxT − vx0 . By replacing Eqn. (65) in the Eqn. (63), this leads to the definition of the
parameters G0 and VG , which are identified as bonding actual and intrinsic movements due to
gravitational effects (Yang Z., Li P., 2016):denoted by:

Xx0 gT 2
G0 =
2 ( Xx0 + k x x0T )
(66)

VG =

k x x0 gT
2 ( Xx0 + k x x0T )
2

Knowing the components of position and speed both initial and final Eqns. (65-66) can be
applied to analyze the final state of the movement, which will depend on the value defined for the
constant k x . Figure 5.3 shows the test of equation Eqn. (64) using different values of k which
proves that If 0  k x  0.5, ( x, x, x ) → ( xT , xT ,0 ) , when t → T (Yang Z., Li P., 2016):

Figure 5.3: Position, Velocity and Acceleration time-history Tau-G with different k-values
From Figure we can see that: for k-values from 0.2 to 0.4, ( x, x, x ) → ( 20,1.5,0) ,when t → T .By
using Eqns. (64) and continuing with the close proximity operations shown in Figure 4.1, an
altitude

change

maneuver

from

position

 s(0)3 = (874.4,940.4) m.

to

position

 s(t)4 = (512.5,710.5) m. , is carried out to achieve hovering position. An initial impulse
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 v(0)3 = (−0.9, −0.7) m/s is applied until a final velocity  v(t)4 = (−0.011, −0.011) m/s is reached
in a time t = 600 s . A thrust force magnitude a = .04 m/s is applied in the transfer maneuver,
2

the constant kx and ky are assumed to take a value of 0.45, The evolution of the trajectory in CWH
reference frame for orbital rendezvous position and orbital rendezvous velocity is shown in Fig.
5.4.

Figure 5.4: Spacecraft Tau-G strategy, orbital: a) position, b)velocity.
The initial V required is:

Vx0 = x0
Vy0 = y0

(67)

The V applied during the transfer is:
t1

Vx =  x dt
t0

t1

(68)

Vy =  y dt
t0

The final V 's that must be applied in x- and y- directions to reach and maintain the planned final
velocity:
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VxT = xT
VyT = yT

(69)

The total V for the circular fly-around is given by:

Vtotal = Vx0 + Vy0 + Vx + Vy + VxT + VyT

(70)

The total V required for a change of altitude maneuver by using Tau-G strategy is

Vtotal = 1.6207 m/s .
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Chapter 6: Trajectory Tracking: Coupled PD-PWPF Controller
Spacecraft tracking control is essential to achieve mission pointing requirements, such as
required modes and thruster pointing requirements for orbital maneuvers. In the modern era
advancements in sensors, actuators, and computer processors allow for three-axis stabilized
spacecraft designs. Attitude control law theory also has been extensively studied and advanced,
allowing for guaranteed control stability even with nonlinear attitude dynamics.
This section discusses a form of attitude tracking that are used to control the spacecraft to
follow a desired time varying trajectory. The tracking control encompasses regulation by simply
setting the desired attitude to a constant and the desired velocity by using a common proportional
derivative (PD) controller which is a feedback method suitable for actual attitude tracking control
applications because they can be executed in real time. Additionally the tracking control signal is
input to a common control method that uses pulse width pulse frequency modulation (PWPF) that
simulates the application of torque due to thrusters. The PWPF modulator translates the ordered
continuous control torque signal into an on / off signal. Pulse width is achieved by modulating the
width of the activated reaction pulse proportionally to the level of the torque command input, while
the pulse rate modulates the distance between the pulses (Landis Markley F. & Crassidis J.L.,
2014.).

6.1.

PD-PWPF controller.
Once the desired trajectory has been defined, the design of a control algorithm able to track

it is needed. Besides, the spacecraft engines requires an on-off discrete signal. For this purpose,
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since our objective is not to propose a control method, we employ a common PD controller to
calculate the continuous control signal, which is further complemented with pulse width pulse
frequency (PWPF) scheme to provide the required switching control signal to the thrusters. A
block diagram of these coupled controllers is shown in Figure 6.1.

Spacecraft
Dynamics

PWPF

Kp

Kv

Disturbances

Figure 6.1: PD-PWPF trajectory tracking control.
The control law equation for the proportional control plus velocity feedback is given by:

sc ( t ) = K ps ( t ) + K vs ( t )
where K p , K v 

33

are the position and velocity ( derivative) gain matrices (Kelly, Santibañez &

Loria, 2005), the vector s 

31

represents the spacecraft desired bioinspired trajectory, s 

is the velocity of the desired trajectory, the vector s = s − s 
vector s = s − s 

(71)

31

31

31

is the position error, and the

is the velocity error . The selected values for the gains K p , K v are shown in

Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 for landing strategies and orbital maneuver, respectively. The magnitude
of the force necessary for the spacecraft propulsion is represented in the controller by the control
block PWPF commonly used by the thrusters for attitude control, it is shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Pulse-width pulse-frequency modulated system control
K pm 

33

is a constant diagonal gain matrix to amplify or reduce the commanded input

(Landis Markley & Cassidis, 2014). The components of the PWPF include a Schmidt trigger, a lag
filter, and a feedback loop modulator (Sarma et al., 2010; Landis Markley & Cassidis, 2014;
Khosravi & Sarhadi, 2016). The filter contains the time constant gain τ m 
Km 

33

33

and gain matrix

. The Schmidt trigger is an on/off relay with a dead band and hysteresis. von and Voff are

the switching thresholds and Vm , −Vm are the output thrust levels for the Schmidt trigger. If the error
is defined by e(t ) = s(t ) − v(t ) , the control law can be:

(

f (t ) = f ( 0 ) + K me − f ( 0 )  1 − e −t τ m

)

(72)

The parameters of the PWPF modulator are obtained in a similar way to (Landis Markley
& Cassidis, 2014) and are shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Recommended ranges for PWPF parameters.
Parameter
Static
Dynamic
Recommended
Km

2 < Km < 7

N/A

2 < Km < 7

τm

0.1 < τm < 1

0.1 < τm < 0.5

0.1 < τm < 0.5

Von

Von > 0.3

N/A

Von > 0.3

Voff

Voff < 0.8Von

N/A

Voff < 0.8Von

Kpm

N/A

Kpm ≥ 20

Kpm ≥ 20
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6.1.1 Control blocks
Below are the control blocks implemented in MATLAB - SimulinkTM following the
structure shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.3: Bio-Inspired trajectory generator block

Figure 6.4: PD controller block
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Figure 6.5: PWPF controller block

Figure 6.6: Thrusters dynamics block
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Figure 6.7: Space enviroment perturbations block

Figure 6.8: Spacecraft block
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Chapter 7: Simulation study (Results).
For this analysis, the spacecraft parameters are selected from (Curti, Romano &
Bevilacqua, 2010). To validate the proposed approach, we used MATLAB/Simulink to design and
test the landing and transfer maneuvers shown in Figure 8.1. The content of Table 7.1 shows the
spacecraft and asteroid parameters considered by the simulator control. Table 7.2 and 7.3 provide
us the initial state of the spacecraft in addition to the data necessary for the calculation of
parameters of force and acceleration, including the feedback gains in the control PD and threshold
of the PWPF.

Figure 7.1: Overall Bio-inspired guidance and control strategy in SimulinkTM enviroment.
Table 7.1: Simulation spacecraft and asteroid parameters.
Spacecraft parameters
msc
Ixx

Iyy

500
Izz

427

354

T

20

(kg)
260.4

(kg.m2)
N

Asteroid Parameters
C20

- 4.9793x10-5

---

C22

2.0416x10-5

---

μ

2.8694

m3/s2
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Table 7.2: Landing simulation parameters.
Spacecraft landing state
x0

y0

z0

622

850

1450

(m)

xn

yn

zn

231.6

86.17

211.7

(m)

x0

y0

z0

0

0

-3.3

(m/s)

kxz

kyz

kz

1

1

0.3127

---

x0

y0

z0

0

0

-3.3

(m/s)

kxg

kyg

kzg

0.2205

0.2205

0.2205

---

Case 1

Case 2

PD-Control Gains
Kpx

kpy

kpz

0.22

0.29

0.37

---

Kvx

kvy

kvz

3.3

4.3

4.3

---

PWPF Parameters
kmx

kmy

kmz

4.5

4.5

4.5

---

τmx

τmy

τmz

0.15

0.15

0.15

---

Vonx

Vony

Vonz

0.45

0.45

0.45

---

Voffx

Voffy

Voffz

0.35

0.35

0.35

---

kpmx

kpmy

kpmz

350000

350000

350000

---
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Table 7.3: Orbital maneuvers parameters.
Spacecraft orbital state
Transfer from phasing
xinitial

yinitial

2187.5

4031

(m)

xfinal

yfinal

587.5

1031

(m)

Fly-around
Rfa

500

(m)




325

Deg.

0.0021

Rad/sec

Altitude change

x0

y0

874.4

940.4

(m)

xT

yT

512.5

710.5

(m)

x0

y0

-0.9

-0.7

(m/s)

xT

yT

-.011

-.011

(m/s)

kxg

kyg

0.45

0.45

---

PD-Control Gains
Transfer from phasing
Kpx

kpy

kpz

2.2−3

2.9−3

0

---

Kvx

kvy

kvz

9.3612

8.9676

0

---

Fly-around
Kpx

kpy

kpz

2.2−3

2.9−3

0

---

Kvx

kvy

kvz

5.6849

7.3235

0

---

Altitude change
Kpx

kpy

kpz

0.012

0.042

0

---

Kvx

kvy

kvz

4.73

3.41

0

---

PWPF Parameters
kmx

kmy

kmz

4.5

4.5

4.5

---

τmx

τmy

τmz

0.15

0.15

0.15

---

Vonx

Vony

Vonz

0.45

0.45

0.45

---

Voffx

Voffy

Voffz

0.35

0.35

0.35

---

kpmx

kpmy

kpmz

35000

35000

35000

---
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7.1.

Rendezvous operations.
Close-proximity operations can be classified in close range rendezvous and far range

rendezvous whose approach and definition is shown in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: Close-proximity operations approach.

Referencing Figure 4.1, the required orbital maneuvers are simulated in MATLAB
Simulink environment by using the strategy shown in Figure 7.1. The experimental work of which
we are talking about is shown below.
7.1.1. Continuous y-thrust maneuver.
When we refer to transfer from phasing, we want to expose an orbital maneuver far range
rendezvous in order to achieve an orbital position closer to the target point, this maneuver is
regularly performed after a trajectory of phasing or transfer from earth to the orbit of the small
celestial body. The major objective of the far range rendezvous phase is the reduction of trajectory
dispersions, i.e. the achievement of position, velocity and angular rate conditions which are
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necessary for the initiation of the close-range rendezvous operations. Major tasks of this phase are
the acquisition of the target orbit, the reduction of approach velocity and the synchronization of
the mission timeline. Figure 7.3 shows a transfer toward a previously defined point using a y-thrust
continuous maneuver. Figure 7.3a shows the change in orbital position time-history and Figure
7.3b shows the required velocity needed to maintain the evolution of the trajectory.

Figure 7.3: Trajectory time-history: a) position and b) velocity , continuous y-thrust maneuver.
Figure 7.4 is a representation of the signal control required by the thrusters to maintain the
trajectory evolution at the required velocity. Here it should be noted that the switching control
signal simulation in the x-direction is due to acceleration force exerted by the asteroid due its
gravitational field and solar radiation pressure on the spacecraft.

Figure 7.4: Spacecraft acceleration, continuous y-thrust maneuver.
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The evolution of the trajectory is shown in Figure 7.5. Although the trajectory seems to
describe a straight line, it is composed of small undulations according to the principles of the CWH
equations.

Figure 7.5: Trajectory evolution, continuous y-thrust maneuver.

The new origin of the CWH orbital reference frame is at the end of the trajectory at a point
closer to the celestial body.

7.1.2. Forced circular motion maneuver.
The forced motion circular fly-around can be of interest when a certain fly-around angle
must be reached, it is maneuver is an acquisition strategy for V-bar and R-bar approaches starting
from a position on V-bar. Figure 7.6 shows the evolution time-history trajectory in a predefined
angle of motion.
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Figure 7.6: Trajectory a) position time-history and b) velocity time-history, fly-around maneuver.

The signal control acceleration required by thrusters to perform the circular motion is
shown in Figure 7.7.

Figure 7.7: Spacecraft acceleration, fly-around maneuver.

Figure 7.8 is a trajectory evolution representation in a predefined angle, very useful to reach
closing conditions and asteroid exploration.
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Figure 7.8: Trajectory evolution, fly-around maneuver.
7.1.3. Tau-G Strategy .
In this work we have included for change the position from higher orbit to a lower orbit
(closing maneuver) a Bio-inspired method as a proposal for small robotic spacecrafts in cases
where it perform maneuver very close to the celestial body and the asteroid gravity influence
directly on this and where a final velocity different than zero is required. The Tau-G theory
improved fits perfectly to the proposed orbital motion conditions. Figure 7.9 shows the trajectory
and velocity time-history evolution, Figure 7.9b seems to indicate a final velocity equal to zero,
however its value is -0.011 m / s.
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Figure 7.9: Trajectory a) position time-history and b) velocity time-history, Tau-G strategy.

The switching control signal required by the thrusters to maintain and to reach the final
velocity is calculated by the PWPF and depicted in Figure 7.10

Figure 7.10: Spacecraft acceleration, Tau-G strategy.
Figure 7.11 shows the evolution of the trajectory made to get closer with respect to the
position of the asteroid.

Figure 7.11: Trajectory evolution, Tau-G strategy.
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Putting together the total orbital maneuver we obtain a complete trajectory evolution as
shown in Figure 7.12.

Figure 7.12: Trajectory evolution, orbital maneuvers.

The Vtotal required to carry out the trajectories through CWH orbital maneuvers and Tau-G
strategy can be calculated by:
VTotal
orbital
maneuvers

= VTransfer + VFlyfrom
phasing

Around
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+ VAltitude
Change

(73)

7.2.

Landing on asteroid.
The study approach to experimenting for soft landing on an asteroid is shown in Figure

7.13.

Figure 7.13: Soft landing operations approach.
7.2.1. Case 1: Non-zero Initial Velocity
Tau-coupling landing strategy can be used when the spacecraft is to land after deorbiting
and the initial velocity is not necessarily null. Figure 7.14 show the landing-controlled position,
velocity respectively, the motion of z-axis is coupled with the motion of x and y-axis to reach the
target. The evolution of the trajectory is also properly tracked. The switching control signal
required by the thrusters is calculated by the PWPF and depicted in Figure 7.15.

Figure 7.14: Time-history: a) position and b) velocity trajectory, optimal Tau-coupling strategy.
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Figure 7.15: Spacecraft acceleration, optimal Tau-coupling strategy.

The three-dimensional representation for optimal and non-optimal landing controlledtrajectory using Tau-coupling strategy is shown in Figure 7.16.

Figure 7.16: Planned and controlled, a) optimal and b) non-optimal 3D trajectory tau-coupling
strategy.
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7.2.2. Case 2: Zero Initial Velocity.
A time-history position and velocity trajectory planned and controlled designed using
intrinsic-tau strategy is shown in Figure 7.17. The trajectory reaches the desired position, denoted
with a green point and the velocity at the end of the maneuver is zero. The switching control signals
for the thrusters are also determined and shown in Figure 7.18.

Figure 7.17: Time-history: a) position and b) velocity trajectory, optimal intrinsic-Tau strategy.

Figure 7.18: Spacecraft acceleration, optimal intrinsic-Tau strategy.
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Figure 7.19 shows the Intrinsic-Tau trajectory planned and controlled landing in the threedimensional space, the trajectory can be modified by adjusting the k values to reduce the gaps in
the guided movements.

Figure 7.19: Planned and controlled, a) optimal and b) non-optimal 3D trajectory intrinsic-Tau
strategy.
Both case 1 and case 2, application of the Tau theory previously described for the design
of the landing trajectory, a final velocity equal to zero is assumed. However, previous missions
mentioned in (Dunham et al., 2002) show the application of final velocity on the landing contact.
If, for mission needs, a non-zero contact velocity is required, an improved version of the intrinsicTau strategy called “Tau-G improved” may be applied (Yang, Fang & Li, 2016).
Additionally, research work carried out in (Curti, Romano, Bevilacqua, 2010) shows an
analysis and experimentation for the selection of thruster’s for the control of a spacecraft in close
proximity operations on a celestial body, the numerical and experimental results are similar to the
switching control signals for the thrusters shown in this research paper. In (Furfaro & Wibben,
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2013) a PWPF module is included in the Guidance Navigation Control (GNC) architecture for the
implementation of Multiple Sliding Surfaces Guidance (MSSG) techniques, in the same way the
acceleration plots about command histories generated by the MSSG algorithm show similar results
to those shown in Figures (7.4, 7.7, 7.10, 7.15, 7.18) in this work. Both, Curti, Romano and
Bevilacqua, 2010 and Furfaro and Wibben, 2013 navigation sensors such as LIDAR, Cameras,
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and Star Tracker are proposed, which are necessary elements
for a CNG to function properly. This research work focuses on showing an alternative method of
planning for a soft and slow landing on an asteroid and space navigation for which based on the
fundamental principles 1 and 2 of the Tau theory, the closing control of the action gaps suggests
that the movement requires sensoring between the initial conditions and the end-effector (landing
target).
An advantage over other methods where the landing process was transformed into the
trajectory tracking of a curve given by a cubic polynomial or convex optimization, is that possible
changes in the speed and position of the planned trajectory caused by external forces (disturbances)
can

be

automatically

adjusted

by

verifying

the

current

landing

parameters

( x, x, x ) , ( y, y, y ) and ( z, z, z ) after perturbation and modifying the value of the constant k of the
Tau theory.

7.3.

Comparative analysis.
In this section, the Tau coupling-guided trajectory is compared with a commonly used

technique such as the cubic spline. For this purpose, the case where an initial residual velocity
exists is studied. Different initial velocities will be assigned to the spacecraft to analyze the
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performance of both methods. Changes in the planned velocities can happen due to small
measurement errors, sensors’ resolution, and deviations from the planned initial state. Figure
7.20a-b shows the trajectory described by the spacecraft under cubic polynomial path planning
when the initial velocity in the vertical direction is modified.

Figure 7.20: a)Landing position and b)velocity c) collision on cubic polynomial strategy zchange due to velocity rate.
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Note that the position goes below zero at some point, which means the spacecraft would
imminently collide with the asteroid and consequently the mission would fail. this can also be
corroborated with the velocity graph, which indicates that the velocity crosses the zero much time
before the end of the maneuver.

Figure 7.21: Landing position and velocity a-b) uncorrected, c-d)corrected on Tau-coupling
strategy
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Recall the case shown in Figures (7.14 a-b) but suppose that the velocity is modified to be
-5.3 m/s in z-direction. If no change is made to adjust the trajectory the spacecraft will collide with
the asteroid as shown in Figure 7.21 a-b. However, in these case Tau theory is used for planning
the landing trajectory and as shown in Figure 7.21c-d, the final planned landing point is reached
with zero velocity, demonstrating that it is possible to attain soft landing even when deviations
from the intended initial state occurs. Additionally, a change in the parameters (position and speed)
of landing at time t during the descent can be easily modified if a serious deviation occurs.

7.4.

Conclusions.
This research work demonstrates the feasibility of using the Tau theory for trajectory

generation to achieve orbital maneuvers and soft landing on the surface of asteroids. It was
illustrated that Tau theory can be used to design a trajectory both from hovering and after
deorbiting initial states. The introduced study, included the validation of the proposed approach in
a 3D environment subject to external disturbances such as the solar pressure and gravity gradient
influence, a continuous closed-loop controller and the corresponding switching control that will
directly actuate the spacecraft thrusters by means of a PWPF modulators, which in the future would
allow proper actuators selection. Some advantages of the method have been identified. For
example, a single tau-constant value can modify the kinematic behavior of the trajectory. Besides,
it was shown that introduced approach adapts better to variations in initial velocities than the cubic
polynomial case. These maneuvers are essential for space exploration and asteroid resources
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